Classic Learning Test Disability Requirements
Classic Learning Initiatives (CLI) is happy to provide Classic Learning Test (CLT)
testing accommodations to students with disabilities. Our modifications apply to those whose
impairments are cited as hindering their high school education. The disabilities for which CLI
provides accommodations include:
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●
●
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●
●
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Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
Learning disorders
Visual impairment and blindness
Hearing impairment and deafness
Physical disorders
Head injuries
Psychiatric disorders
Autism spectrum disorders
Communication disorders
Tic disorders

CLI makes the following accommodations available to students with appropriate
documentation. If your desired modification is not listed, please submit certification of your
disability or disabilities, and CLI will do its best to fulfill your request.
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MP3 test format
Visual magnification (enabled by increasing the size of the font on screen)
Braille exam (includes all graphs and figures)
Signed exam
Reader
Written instructions
Signed instructions
Additional time
Appropriate seating

To insure the timely fulfillment of accommodations requests, CLI encourages early
submission of the following required documentation. Though the length of time necessary for the
institution of certain modifications depends on the disability or disabilities in question, CLI

recommends that students submit certification of their disability or disabilities eight weeks prior
to their test date. The following two types of documentation should be e-mailed to
info@cltexam.com:

● A clear statement including all the accommodations requested (such as, in the case of
visual impairment, braille text and additional time) for the student’s successful
completion of the CLT
● One of the following:
o The registrant’s current 504 or IEP plan
o A current (four years old or newer) written diagnosis, accompanied by test
results, by a certified physician or teacher of the student’s disability or
disabilities

Upon receipt of the above records, CLI will do its best to honor the interested student’s
request(s). CLI will maintain communication with the registrant throughout this process. For
questions, please contact Molly Barnes at (844) 925-8392, Ext. 710 or mbarnes@cltexam.com.

